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the 1990s were a very formative decade for south korean pop culture. with the influence of the west,
the nation was just coming out of one of the most destructive and brutal conflicts in its history, and
the country was reeling from the legacy of chosunism, as well as the subsequent democratization

that had just occured. thus, at the same time as the korean wave was sweeping the globe, the south
korean music industry was in its infancy, and korean pop was just beginning to become a genre in its

own right. as the era progressed, south korean pop music would go on to become an influence on
popular culture worldwide, with the music industry going on to spawn the creation of hit tv shows,
movies, and more. the first season is a must watch series. for the first time ever, sbs has been able
to produce a drama that manages to pull off a storyline that manages to not only appeal to the core
demographics of the network, but also to garner ratings success. this is a great sign for the future of

south korean television, as this was an instant hit and has managed to gain a large fan base. the
second and third seasons of misaeng are scheduled for release in 2018, and 2019 respectively. the
first season of misaeng was recently broadcasted in southeast asia, as the popularity of the show

continues to grow. with korea only recently being recognized as an independent nation, most of the
nation's movies focus on the korean war, especially those that were produced during the south

korean dictatorship. one of the most famous korean war films is white badge, which was made in
1972. since the film was made during the early years of south korea's new democracy, the film's

political themes were suppressed in order to avoid offending south korean audiences. however, the
film was still a hit in south korea and one of the biggest hits of the year. white badge was one of the
first films to depict the north korean perspective of the war in an accurate and humanistic way. the

film draws a stark contrast between north and south korea, showing a wide range of battlefield
scenes from the korean war and its aftermath. it also shows the north korean perspective of the war

from the perspective of common soldiers, one of whom is the protagonist of the film. white badge
also provided a raw glimpse of the nation's military power through its depiction of the korean

people's army (kpa), including their use of multiple rocket launchers and even intercontinental
ballistic missiles.
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Well theres another South Korean movie coming soon that unearths similar adultery-related secrets.
Once again actress Kim Rae Won plays a pivotal role in this workplace drama, in which a subway

commuter discovers an affair in the workplace involving her boyfriend. Their ensuing struggles will
test their emotional strengths as the true identity of an apparently innocent young woman becomes
known. The current title for the upcoming South Korean zombie flick is fairly vague, but we do know
the title is the 100-day return of #Alive. So we can be sure there will be more than one movie on the

list later this year. Im always a sucker for rom-coms, and some of the best ones have a secret
following in Asia, so expect another box office behemoth when the title finally appears. This manga-

infused movie from 2012 is a tale of a secret love with a mysterious woman who saved Choes life
when she was going through an awkward phase. Choes father, a very proud, self-righteous man,
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takes offense at Choes relationship with the woman, but Choes mother is more open-minded. Theres
no way Choes father can just let his daughter marry this woman, but his daughter is bold and

audacious, and theres no way she can deny this person, no matter how amazing she is. Choes family
is so thrilled, so happy to see this relationship take off. And then Choes mother decides to kill her.

How do you deal with the question of Do you kill your daughter to save your family? When you look
at this movie, its obvious thats one of the main themes. But of course, this is a very moving, very

beautiful movie, and one that tells a story with great emotional depth. And if theres a movie about a
mystery woman in a manga-like fashion that can do that, then its a total success. 5ec8ef588b
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